About Us
Who are Wakabet?
Wakabet is Nigeria’s newest and most innovative Sports Betting Company. Our mission is to provide
players with the most exciting games and gaming odds combinations, with unrivalled user
convenience. Wakabet is designed with every gamer in mind, which is why whether you have a bank
account or not, you can still play AND pay online, by taking advantage of the variety of offline deposit
methods available. Today, Wakabet customers can walk to any Quickteller Paypoint Agent, or any
Bank branch (including agency banking) and deposit money into your Wakabet wallet, so there is no
need to visit a shop to play. Similarly, to Wakabet customers can withdraw their winnings from any
Bank ATM in Nigeria, even if you do not have a bank account. MTN customers can also withdraw their
winnings at any D’Yello agent countrywide!

Wakabet a Name you Can Trust
Wakabet is a registered trademark of Camlake Limited, a company Licensed by the Lagos State
Lotteries Board. Wakabet works very closely with some of Nigeria’s largest and most well known
companies to deliver its services to you, including the largest telecom operators in Nigeria, one of
Nigeria’s most respected Banks and the largest financial services company in the country. Our
customers can therefore be assured that Wakabet’s exhilarating sports betting products will always
be available to enjoy, for decades to come!

Wakabet Offices
Our corporate offices are located at 21 Ahmed Onibudo Street, Victoria Island, Lagos. We also have
an agent & customer service branch at 19 Mokuola Street, Ogba, Lagos.
Wakabet does not operate betting shops that many players will be used to. Instead, Wakabet offers
its services online and allows users to make and receive payments on its website, as well as through
thousands of agents across Nigeria, including all MTN D’Yello agents, all Quickteller Paypoint Agents
and several other independent agents.

Live Customer Service Centre
Wakabet understands that sometimes customers need some help and at these times, what we really
want is to speak to another human being directly. For this reason, Wakabet operates a state-of-theart customer care centre, with live agents available to handle any queries you may have either by
telephone, email or WhatsApp - any time of the day between 8am and 12 midnight, from Monday to
Sunday. With Wakabet, help is always on hand!

